Leading Edge
with Geoff Watts 


Geoff Watts : Hello, this week a navigation aid for surgeons operating on the brain,the human brain.Otherwise,though the agenda is devoted to non-human creatures.A robot that can,as it were,live off the land and the lives of some of our closest primate relatives. 
(Sound of chimps calls) 
Chimpanzees,a learning experience.Robots of the kind featured in the film Star Wars,R2D2 and C3P0 are still thin on the ground,but less exotic versions are finding a place in all sorts of industrial applications,from the manufacture of vehicles to the delivery of goods around the factory floor. One need they all have in common is a suitable power source,usually electricity.Static robots are normally plugged into the mains.Mobile ones rely on batteries or perhaps a solar panel that converts light into an electric current.What we can't yet do is power our robots by feeding them a plate of meat and two veg,but that limitation seems set to change. [I for one would never put my meat and two veg into the masticating orifice of a robot! -LB] In today's New Scientist magazine,Stewart Wilkinson of the Mechanical Engineering department at the University of South Florida describes how he's developing what he calls "gastrobots" - robots powered by digesting natural foodstuffs,and Stewart Wilkinson is on the line from Tampa in Florida. I said "meat and two veg" just now Stewart Wilkinson,can your robot,in fact,digest just about anything? 

Stewart Wilkinson : Well,technically it could,but we haven't dared try it yet.We've only fed it on refined sugar.The problem is if you give it anything other than refined sugar,it's going to have to - let's put it finely - get rid of its waste somehow,and we haven't included systems for that yet! [The joke about the dog with no nose,comes to mind -LB] 

Geoff Watts : So at the moment it's a bit picky as far as its diet is concerned! But at any rate, you shovel food into the machine effectively,into,well I suppose the equivalent of a stomach.What actually happens to it? 

Stewart Wilkinson : The stomach contains a colony of bacteria,so these bacteria break down the glucose into smaller molecules,and as they break the large molecule into smaller ones,electrons are released and we collect those electrons and we use that to power the robot. 

Geoff Watts : That's interesting,I mean the obvious way of doing this I suppose,would be fermentation,the kind of process that we are familiar with,that you use in brewing which produces the carbon dioxide gas and produces a certain pressure that way.But this is quite different what you're using isn't it? 

Stewart Wilkinson : Yes,it's a very similar process in some ways,only its carried out in the absence of oxygen.What we call anaerobically,and then we introduce a special chemical called a mediator,that goes in and it collects up those electrons and we can utilise them.It's a little different to just standard brewing of beer. 

Geoff Watts : And then once you have actually generated the electricity,what does the robot do with it? Presumably it needs some of that electricity just to keep this machinery ticking over? 

Stewart Wilkinson : Absolutely,yes,it has a lot of the functions that you'd find in people really,it needs a heart to circulate some fluids,it needs a lung,because it needs to bring in oxygen and so forth,and those have to be kept running by pumps,and so some of the electricity is used to run those. The remainder of the electricity is used to charge up standard rechargeable batteries. 

Geoff Watts : And the thing can move around presumably can it?

Stewart Wilkinson : Yes,once it's rechargeable batteries are fully charged,then it can use that energy to drive a little electric motor that runs the wheels. The problem is that the stomach itself can't produce enough electricity to run the motor directly,so it essentially sits there and digests its food for a long period of time,charges up its batteries,and then runs for a short period of time on that charge. 

Geoff Watts : It sounds rather like the way a lot of humans work actually,in that respect I think doesn't it? 

Stewart Wilkinson : Yeah,couch potatoes,there you go! 

Geoff Watts : Yes! You say at the moment,it can't dispose of any waste products,it can't as it were,defecate then,but it...but with the.....as long as you give it the right kind of materials at the moment,it just can keep going indefinitely can it? 

Stewart Wilkinson : Theoretically yes,though there are some build up of acids and so forth,inside the stomach,which if you don't get them out somehow,then you will actually end up killing the bacteriums,and so along with its sugar food,we have to give it some antacids as well! 

Geoff Watts : This is obviously just a prototype,it's early days,but in the longer term,what kind of uses would you envisage for a robot of this sort? 

Stewart Wilkinson : Well really any sort of application where you need to have a robot carry out a mission outdoors,and then you just want to forget about it,you just want to leave it out these and let it do something.Let's say a lawnmower that powers itself by the clippings that it actually produces,so it's rather like a cow,in a way. [It might be a whole lot easier to use a cow! Animals have already solved the antacid and defecation problems? A rabbit or goat could do the job.I think a better use would be found in interplanetary missions,where a rabbit would like as not die quite quickly,but a robot would be that much more hardy and programmable -LB] It mulches the lawn at the same time.It fertilises the lawn at the same time probably! 

Geoff Watts : What else? 

Stewart Wilkinson : Another example might be,if your house is under trees for instance,you might have a problem with leaves that clog the guttering.You could have a robot that just lives in the gutters,and its job is to clear the leaves,and it clears the leaves by physically eating them. 

Geoff Watts : Roger Highfield of the....the science editor of the Telegraph has joined us and has been listening to that.Roger,what do you make of this? You were sitting there smiling (Roger laughs) while this was going on (Stewart chuckles).Are you impressed by this idea? 

Roger Highfield : Yes,I think it's wonderful.I love the name Chew-Chew,and in fact the emphasis on the great unmentionable waste problem,I wondered if the next one will be called Pooh-Pooh perhaps (Stewart and Geoff laugh). 

Geoff Watts : It might be inviting trouble. 

Roger Highfield : Presumably for your grass - munching robot,you're going to have to...this waste problem is quite a serious issue,isn't it? 

Stewart Wilkinson : Yes,actually,funnily enough,the solid waste...I don't know how to say all this politely....(Roger laughs),but anyway the solid waste you can get out relatively easily.Say if the thing ate grass,you're going to get some fibrous sort of waste.You can get that out by a kind of a....you can imagine two mesh screens coming towards each other,and it's kind of like what you might call a "squeeze-dry" approach.The problem is the liquid waste,because you have to get that out,but not lose our vital chemical that makes this thing work,and the two are mixed together,so what we need to do is develop a special type of artificial kidney. 

Roger Highfield : I did actually also notice in New Scientist,it said that you reckoned the best fuel was meat,and I'm sure that a lot of people,when they think about all these kind of grim futures,where robots have taken over the world,a la Terminator and all the rest of it,must be slightly disturbed at the thought that you're talking about carnivorous robots.(laughs) 

Stewart Wilkinson : Yes,I'm afraid I did foolishly make a statement that people sort of ran with,but well,they just asked me about different alternative foods,and if you're talking just in terms of energy content,then pound for pound [Kilos for bothers sake!!! -LB] meat has more energy in it than vegetation or fruit,or something like that.The problem however is that meat doesn't usually sit there and let itself be eaten,like grass does,and so it tends to run away,so you've got to chase after it and catch it,and so you lose a lot of the energy benefit in the chase,and so actually,my view is probably that meat is not a good idea,and besides probably the most bountiful form of meat products on the Earth right now is us! So you know... 

Geoff Watts : (laughs) I think... 

Stewart Wilkinson : ...it's probably not a good idea,to give them a taste for us! (Roger laughs) 

Geoff Watts : ...we'd probably better leave it there! Stewart Wilkinson,before people start getting nervous! Stewart thank you very much indeed,and you Roger but stay with us. Roughly a fifth of all people with epilepsy do not respond well to drugs.For some of them surgery is an option,but decisions to operate on the brain are not to be taken lightly.The possibility of doing more harm than good,is a real one,which is why Pam Thomson,head of Psychology at the National Society for Epilepsy,and her physicist colleague Mark Simms are trying to develop something better,than the existing preoperative test system.Epilepsy itself is a kind of electrical storm within the brain.If it's confined to one small region,the surgeon may be able to remove the misbehaving piece of tissue and so cure the problem.But this is obviously risky,if the region to be operated on lies near a part of the brain controlling some other vital function.As Pam Thomson points out,in different people,specific functions aren't always located in precisely the same part of the brain. 

Pam Thomson : For language,for most right-handers,then language functions are predominantly localised [See also Edge4,6 & 13] in the left hemisphere of the brain and the same is true for about 70% of left-handers,but that still leaves us with 30% of left-handers and 2% of right-handers who may have language in the other half of the brain,or may have language represented in both parts of the brain.So certainly when you're assessing left- handers,you need to know if they're going to have an operation on their right hemisphere,that this is not their language dominant hemisphere. 

Geoff Watts : So it's not like trying to say remove a particular component of a faulty television set,where you know one particular component in one place does one thing.It's nothing like as precise as that inside the brain? 

Pam Thomson : No,no there can be considerable variability,and where within the hemisphere on the left that language...different processes of language are located will vary considerably between individuals.So I think that our knowledge today,our understanding is still quite limited of the variation. 

Geoff Watts : Well clearly, surgeons just don't keep their fingers crossed and bash ahead without some kind of preliminary checking.So what sort of procedure is there for trying to get some idea of whether there is going to be a problem about operating on a particular individual? 

Pam Thomson : From the language point of view,the ,if you like,the main technique we use is the Wada (sp?) test ,which is named after June Wada who developed the technique,and basically this is - for language,we,if you like,mimic in a very crude way the operation,and basically anaesthetise the patient's hemisphere. 

Geoff Watts : What,anaesthetise one half of the brain? 

Pam Thomson : One half of the brain temporarily,with a short acting barbiturate,and see how language and memory functions are disrupted. 

Geoff Watts : So you've got the patient lying there,one half of the brain anaestheised,and then what d'you have the patient do? 

Pam Thomson : The testing is actually relatively straightforward,and it's just naming objects.At the beginning of the procedure they will be counting,and if the counting is disrupted,then that also gives you some indication of language lateralisation.If it's the language dominant hemisphere,then they will produce dysphasic errors,or... 

Geoff Watts : By that you mean? 

Pam Thomson : That they'll misname something.If you show them a banana they may call it a carrot,or they may just not be able to get the word out at all. 

Geoff Watts : It seems to me you don't get an awful lot of information out of that.I mean you get a rather broad general sense of whether the things that you're interested in are located on the right...predominantly on the right side or predominantly on the left side of the brain? 

Pam Thomson : That's certainly the case for language.That is just telling you is it left or is it predominantly right. 

Geoff Watts : That technically would suggest that it might well rule out surgery for certain individuals,but it won't be a guarantee that surgery which does go ahead,will then produce no damaging effects? 

Pam Thomson : Oh no,not at all,but it may give you information with which to say to the patient,"look the operation is on your language dominant side,the surgeon will be avoiding your language areas,but you may as a consequence,experience,at least in the early post- operative stages,some change to your memory," because that can be quite frightening for a patient coming round after surgery,and finding they can't speak,and knowing that you can advise them that that will in fact wear off over time - it will happen - but will wear off. 

Geoff Watts : It sounds,all in all, as if this approach to doing surgery is not only rather disturbing for patients,but doesn't really give you a vast amount of information,nothing like as much information as you'd like ideally at all. 

Pam Thomson : Oh not at all,no,no,I think you're left with a lot of questions unanswered,and you cannot give your patients definitive answers to exactly what will happen to them.No,no there's great room for improvement. 

Geoff Watts : We've been talking here about language,but it seems that it isn't only language,memory those sorts of things,which can be affected.Other aspects of brain function can be affected too,by this kind of surgery.We've got the example here,of Darren Heath, who's actually undergone that procedure. 

Darren Heath : When I was younger,I had a convulsion,it scarred my brain,and then in later life,when I was 7 years old,I started to have these seizures.They gave me the surgery, right,cut the scar out,and since then,I've been lucky and I haven't had a seizure since,but they did say,where the scar was situated,it was to do with the memory and emotions and what not,and they said you might find a change there. I have,I've found a big change.Before I didn't used to cry.The actual emotional side,crying whatever,I never did it.I've never been like that. [In this instance the drive to work emotions into thinking such as in hardie.html @xoom or in Brain Story -part2 (porter2.html) seems inconsistent.It is almost as though the idea that intellect maintains control over emotions which are base and vestigial hangovers from an earlier evolutionary period,is correct,since after losing brain tissue those emotions seem unleashed with no governor to stymie them -LB] But since I had this done,right,the actual emotional side,I could listen to a song,some sort of sentimental song,I could listen to that,right,then all of a sudden start crying for no reason at all. Watch a film - start crying at that.So I found a lot of emotions,plus like getting nasty,ever so moody when I first had it.I could be...well it was like the flick of a light switch on.One minute I was sound,next minute I just used to get upset with myself and other people,sometimes for no reason at all. [Darren says "for no reason at all" suggesting that if he was reasoning,then he wouldn't be emotional,and that suggests that reason is the master of emotions and holds sway over them under normal conditions,and that it is abnormal for emotions to run riot -LB] 

Geoff Watts : Darren Heath.Changes in emotion and memory are not uncommon following brain surgery,and most improve of their own accord,but not all.Something more precise than the Wada test,as well as simpler,and less invasive is needed."That something",says Mark Simms,"is Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging." F-MRI,as it's usually known is a brain scanning technique,that relies on radio waves and magnetic fields,and has none of the harmful effects of X-rays,and as well as generating an image of the brain,it can show the operator which bit is actually working,as the subject performs a specific task,or thinks a particular thought.Mark Simms uses a scanner at the Institute of Neurology's Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology.What does the testing involve for the patients going through it? 

Mark Simms : Well,we put them in the scanner,and for instance for a language test,we'd get them to listen to a series of words say "Cat,Pencil,Car",and just to repeat them in their head,and then in another test,we'd get them to listen to a different set of words,say "Horse" and they'd have to think of something they would do with a horse,like "Ride a horse",and so rather than just passively listening to a language and recognising a word,they actually have to think of something about it,so it's using the language faculty,and the difference between just passively listening to a word and doing something with a word,localises some parts of the brain that are involved with language. 

Geoff Watts : So what you end up with then,is a picture of not just the questions with...to do with the Wada test,of which side of the brain these activities are localised on,but actually, within one side of the brain,whereabouts in the brain these things are happening? 

Mark Simms : Yes.Yes,you can localise to within half a centimetre [Ahhh metric,that's better! -LB] or so. 

Geoff Watts : And then the surgeon who would subsequently be operating on that person has got a much better idea of where he or she really has to avoid pushing the knife... 

Mark Simms : Yes. 

Geoff Watts : ...if language problems are to be avoided? 

Mark Simms : Yes.That's right.He certainly doesn't want to chop out that area of the brain, because then you know the person will lose that function. 

Geoff Watts : Pam Thomson,coming back to you,how many sort of assessments have you done so far? Presumably it's fairly early stages is it? 

Pam Thomson : It's a fairly early stage.We've been doing some pilot work with about 17-18 cases we've looked at. Darren,the person we've listened to is an individual who has gone through both the Wada test and also the functional imaging paradigm,and for him,because he's left-handed,we were able to find that his language was not on the side that they were going to operate on. 

Geoff Watts : So he was safe in that respect? 

Pam Thomson : In that respect yes,not necessarily for memory and emotion,and so now it's... what we need to do is to gather much,much more data,and hoping to use the National Society's scanner which is devoted to research for epilepsy,so we can assess many,many more people,because I think before we can dispense if you like,with using Wada,we've got to make sure that we've got something that is valid and reliable to take over. 

Geoff Watts : Mark,we were talking earlier on in terms of the Wada test,you've only got a few minutes in which to make your assessment,before the effect of the drug on the brain wears off.If you're using MRI,can you...have you got longer in which to do these kind of assessments? 

Mark Simms : Yes,you can scan the patient several times,so say you can put them in for an hour,and you can do a whole battery of psychological tests,Functional Magnetic Resonance experiments,and localise lots of different functions to their respective places in the brain. 

Geoff Watts : Pam then,does that imply that perhaps in the future,I mean this is obviously looking ahead,you're at the moment,you're concentrating simply on the questions of language and so on,does this imply that in the future,you might be able to do more sophisticated scans,more detail,more tests,and actually have a much better idea of the range of possible deficits that a person who underwent this surgery might be left with? 

Pam Thomson : Oh I think so.I think that this really is an exciting technique which opens up all sorts of possibilities,not only for looking at language and memory, but as in Darren's case,have some understanding on emotions and the consequences of surgery for that. 

Geoff Watts : And find the perfect way of doing the surgery, if the surgery is acceptable at all? 

Pam Thomson : I think we need to aim for perfection,yes! 

Geoff Watts : Pam Thomson and Mark Simms,trying to make surgery for epilepsy less of a gamble.Roger,this whole need for surgery only arises,because of the fact that what is something like 20% of people with epilepsy don't respond to existing drugs,so I wonder is there any prospect of completely new drugs coming along,which would avoid surgery altogether? 

Roger Highfield : I think there is,and there's been some very interesting work done at Birmingham University by Andreas Dragon and Professor Roger Traub,where they've found that one factor in seizures could be short circuits between brain cells. Now what I mean by that is that we're used to the idea that of signals being sent between brain cells,across things called synapses,but in some very clever computer simulation experiments done by Roger Traub,he found that there's another way that signals are passed between brain cells is actually ten times faster than this conventional method,and it goes via proteins called connexins.So the idea is that if we can establish this link between these kind of short circuits and the storms of electrical activity that you get in a seizure,then it might be possible to develop drugs that interfere with the connexins in some way,and that could give us a whole new approach to dealing with epilepsy. 

Geoff Watts : So instead of just having one set of drugs,that tend all to be in one direction, one...by one mechanism,you'd have two sets,and then you'd double the chances of being able to deal with anyone's problem. 

Roger Highfield : That's right. 

Geoff Watts : Roger,thanks. Right into the jungle now,to witness a cultural activity. (Jungle noises sound) 

David Attenborough : Their agile fingers have allowed chimps to make one further and highly important development.This youngster is collecting one of his favourite foods,tree termites,winkling them out of the hole with a stick that he's specially cut and trimmed for the purpose.It's a simple tool. 

Geoff Watts : David Attenborough,meeting some East African chimps.The television series from which that clip was taken,Life on Earth,was a product of human culture,but that wasn't the cultural activity I was referring to when introducing it.I was talking about the chimps,what they were doing was as much a part of their culture as making TV programmes is of ours. The realisation that chimps can do things that merit the term "cultural" and learn how to do them from other members of the group offers valuable insights into their behaviour.It accounts for some of the puzzling differences that can be found from place to place and from time to time among chimp communities.Differences that are difficult to explain in terms of either genes or environment.Zoologist Professor William McGrew of Miami University in Ohio,has spent long periods studying chimps in their natural habitat. 

William McGrew : In trying to make sense of what the chimpanzees are up to, we're interested in behavioural patterns that are learned socially,that is from one another,that persist like we in the form of traditions that are passed on from generation to generation,and which characterise groups of chimpanzees, communities,rather than being matters of individual activity. 

Geoff Watts : And what forms of behaviours and activity would manifest themselves in this way? 

William McGrew : This could range from differences in vocalisations that are akin to dialects to differences in gestures,which are good for identifying individuals from various cultures,to activities...technological....elementary technological activities for obtaining food or water. 

Geoff Watts : So give me examples of the...of the sort of things that you might actually see if you were in the field,as manifestations of this culture in action. 

William McGrew : Well for example,the chimpanzees of Goombay in Tanzania as studied by Jane Goodall,have a sophisticated two-handed technique,for dipping fro driver ants.On the other hand the chimpanzees in Ivory Coast have a rather primitive technique which only involves a single hand,and is much less efficient. 

Geoff Watts : Watching chimps in the wild can teach you a lot,but not everything,which is why psychologist,Professor Andrew Whiten,of the University of St Andrews,studies chimps in captivity using various laboratory tests. 

Andrew Whiten : One of the important ones we've engineered I think is something called an "artificial fruit",because they're analogues of what the animals have to handle in the wild.They have to manipulate them through a number of steps,peeling and poking and tearing parts of them,until they get it open,and then once they get it open there's an edible part inside,so they get a reward for doing it. 

Geoff Watts : So there's an incentive for them to cooperate with this process? 

Andrew Whiten : Absolutely,and in these experiments they're watching another animals,or sometimes a human model is really quite good for a chimpanzee, because we're so similar, they're watching them open this fruit,and so they see the other animal get the reward and that seems to be enough of an incentive for them to try and get it when it comes to their turn.But what's really important about these experiments,I think, is that we can make these artificial fruits so that at each step along the way,and there are a number of actions need to get them open,there are two different ways to do it.So for example one point is whether some little kind of stick is wedged,which have to be got out,before you can move to the next step.Now those little sticks can be got out by pulling them and twisting them out,or by a very different method,which is poking them through,for example,with your index finger,and in our experiments,each subject,each chimpanzee,would see it done in only one way.So we then have these two groups,one have seen method A,the other method B. 

Geoff Watts : With experiments like this,its possible to study learning as it happens,at a recent meeting organised in London by the Royal Society,I had the opportunity to play with one of Andrew Whiten's artificial fruits,which are in appearance nothing like fruits at all. 

Andrew Whiten : It's basically a kind of puzzle box.I think the important thing is that functionally it's like a fruit,because of the way it has to be manipulated. 

Geoff Watts : At one side here,there's what looks like a sort of a screw,does ..to...do I have to unscrew that to get inside? 

Andrew Whiten : Well,yes you do,at least that's one of the ways to do it,but before you can do that,you have to get this little twig out here.Then when you've got that twig out,then you can turn this piece round here... 

Geoff Watts : Ahh which potentially.... 

Andrew Whiten : ...which releases... 

Geoff Watts : ...yes,it's one of the things that's stopping the lid opening? But... 

Andrew Whiten : Yeah,but the lid is still stuck,because there's some other problem which is that these little pieces of wood here have to be pulled out,and they're quite stiff,so we typically...twist them out.... 

Geoff Watts : So we're twisting and pulling. 

Andrew Whiten : ...and pull them out.Then we can open the lid,and inside would be lo and behold,something nice like some grapes or bananas. 

Geoff Watts : By testing human infants in the artificial fruit experiment he mentioned just now, Andrew Whiten has been able to make direct comparisons between chimps and us. 

Andrew Whiten : What we find is that as any parent would predict,if we run that same experiment with children we get very strong copying.The children really attend to what the model is doing,and they copy it.So we then want to compare with what the chimpanzees do with that.Well I would say qualitatively,it's rather similar,we definitely get an imitative effect.If we look at the fidelity of copying,then the children are always further ahead you might say,they're copying sort of every aspect of it.the chimpanzees are a bit more selective or perhaps they're not attending so much.So they will copy part of the action,but if they can see a quicker way to do something,they're more likely just to use their own way.Whereas the child will more faithfully,appear to be thinking "Well that's the way it's done!",you know, "That's the way people do it,so that's the way I'm going to do it". 

Geoff Watts : The interesting thing of course in the differences,you say there are parallels between the way that children learn and the way that chimps learn.But I mean the chimps soon plateau,and the children go on and on and on.Why is it? Why do the chimps plateau? What is the fundamental difference in the brain which brings it to a halt as it were.

Andrew Whiten : That's still quite a puzzle I think,because the difference seems to be that our cultures kind of always build on the shoulders of what happened in the generation before and our cultures have become so much more complex, generation by generation. Now although we see these traditional differences in chimpanzees being passed on,they're rather kind of shallow cultures you might say.There's a number of different behaviours they do,different kinds of tool use and gestures and so on.But they don't really ever get any more complicated than that,and yet if they've got this imitative process,that might allow then to do that.We see just signs of that complication,for example the use of rocks to crack nuts,which we see in West Africa.Now one of those populations,where they're operating is rather sort of uneven ground,and some chimpanzees have been seen to use an extra bit of rock to chock up the anvil,which would otherwise allow the nut to roll off,and a few of them have done that,and presumably that is one of these kind of ratcheted up levels of copying.But it's only got to that one step,you know,they've never gone beyond that. 

Geoff Watts : Andrew Whiten on the cultural life of the chimpanzee.Roger this whole notion of culture among chimps,is it a recent one? When did it first emerge? 

Roger Highfield : It actually emerged about half a century ago,through the work of,or in fact a suggestion by an anthropologist,Kinji Iminishi,in Japan,who had observed a juvenile Macaque monkey on Koshima island,take a sweet potato and wash off the grime and the grit,in a nearby lake,and then he found that the rest of the colony started washing sweet potatoes as well,and now none of that population is alive today,and yet their descendants are still washing sweet potatoes.So that's one great example of monkey culture,I think. 

Geoff Watts : Yes it's an example of cultural evolution in action,rather nice that isn't it? 

Roger Highfield : Absolutely,and I think the other thing to bear in mind in all of this is that we're worried about species going extinct,and this actually shows us we've got a second worry,which is that chimp cultures could go extinct,and if you wipe out the chimps in Goombay,you could actually destroy,you know,chimps that like to rain dance,or ant dip or use fly whisks or whatever.So that's another dimension to conservation I think. 

Geoff Watts : Oh dear,something else to worry about! (laughs) Roger,thanks.That was Roger Highfield of the Telegraph.Next weeks Leading Edge is the last of t

Geoff Watts :he present series,and it'll once again be a question an answer session with a panel of scientists,an archaeologist,a physicist,and a pharmacologist.We're recording it,next Wednesday evening,that's July the 26th at Futureworld in the Manchester Museum of Science and Industry [http://www.msim.org.uk/ and happens to be in my home town! -LB]. If you'd like to join the audience,phone the BBC action line on 08700 100 400 or write to Leading Edge Live at Room 630 South East,Bush House,London WC2B 4PH,or you can Email us at scirad@bbc.co.uk. Doors open at 5.30 pm for a glass of wine and some nibbles,recording at 6.30 pm.If you can't come,but you'd like to put a question,Email or write to us at those same addresses.Look forward to hearing from you. 
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